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The track would have traversed very rough terrain 
and the consultants found no demand for such a 
track. Funding for this project was redirected to 
other mountain bike projects. Neither the Trust 
nor the HCC PRC has paused to question whether 
allowing mountain biking on kunanyi’s eastern face 
above Fern Tree fundamentally aligns with the goal 
of protecting park values. 

• The Great Short Walk Rejuvenation (HCC terminology 
for resurfacing of the Organ Pipes & Pinnacle 
Tracks (the Great Short Walk [GSW] project 2 in the 
prospectus) is almost complete and was launched 
by the HCC on April 10th.  The ‘rejuvenation’ cost $2 
million, the largest amount the HCC has ever spent 
on a single kunanyi infrastructure project1. The 
TNPA agrees that some works were required, but 
did not agree with the complete resurfacing of the 
Organ Pipes track which is now a sanitised version 
of the historic former track. The Trust’s Cultural 
Heritage consultant had recommended no changes 
to the Organ Pipes track surface unless absolutely 
necessary2 yet the project saw the resurfacing 
as a way to provide an easier entry level walk for 
families3, despite  the tracks being in the ‘natural’, 

1  Mercury, 2019, (no author), Mountain bush tracks restored, Hobart, 
Mercury, 11 April, p 14
2  McConnell, A 2011, Unpublished report: Site Data Sheet: Organ Pipes 
Track [WPHH02611), Hobart, Wellington Park Management Trust, p.6. 
Supplied to Jane Wilson by Axel von Krusenstierna, Trust Manager, on 
22 May 2019
3 Hobart City Council, October 2016b, [Unpublished report provided to 
the Wellington Park Management Trust], Rejuvenating the Great Short 
Walk Pinnacle and Organ Pipes Track: Project Plan, October 2016, Hobart, 
City of Hobart, p. 4  Supplied to Jane Wilson by Axel von Krusenstierna, 
Trust Manager, on 22 May 2019

wilder, zone of the park. The management plan4  
notes the following:

The relatively undisturbed nature of the Zone 
is…important for protection of water quality. 
In addition, the Zone adds to the diversity 
of visitation experiences, providing forested 
landscapes for recreation in a predominantly 
unmodified natural setting.

In addition, little thought appears to have been given to 
the extremely limited parking at the Chalet and upper 
Springs, the trackheads for the GSW. The HCC has begun 
to advertise the walk5.

• The TNPA is concerned that the HCC may not intend 
to invite public comment on a major part of the 
third project: Revealing the Mountain’s Heritage. It 
is costed at $2.9 million and as well as incorporating 
the Fern Tree Visitor Node upgrade (see below) 
encompasses plans for conservation of bridges and 
other structures along the Pipeline Track. It also 
flags adding cultural heritage interpretation features 
along the track, and the building of a toilet at St 
Crispins Well. 

4  Wellington Park Management Trust, 2013, Wellington Park 
management plan (amended 2015), Hobart, Wellington Park 
Management Trust, 3.2.3 p 39
5 See for example: Marten, James 2019, The Hobart Magazine, May/
June 2019, advert on p. 17 (free magazine – print issue distributed to 
about 300 places [cafes, pubs, grocers etc.] in Hobart. Also available 
online); City of Hobart, 2019, Mountain tracks open up stunning views, 
City News, Autumn 2019, p. 4 (distributed to all Hobart ratepayers, also 
available online)

Panoramic view from kunanyi Image credit: Jane Wilson
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Shared use tracks/tracks/signage

• Improved wayfinding signage is in place at middle 
Springs trackheads together with an excellent park 
interpretation panel. However, the TNPA disagrees 
with the promotion of the ‘Sphinx Rock Circuit’ on 
Trackhead 2 sign near the toilet block and fed this 
into the Springs Zone Master Plan review process 
during 2018. Reasoning: Part of this circuit involves 
the descent of a rough, steep short section of the 
Sawmill track, unsuited to tourists not equipped 
for and not used to bushwalking, and, secondly, 
walkers must return to the Springs via the shared 
use (primarily mountain bike) North South Track.

• Shared use tracks still exist and new ones are 
being created (for example: the Rivulet Crossing 
Track, part of the Missing Link track plan)  despite 
recommendations by the HCC’s insurer (Draft 
Guidance Document for Off - Road Mixed Use Trails, 
June 2018): 

It is recommended that access be restricted where 
possible to enable one type of user access to their 
specific trail e.g. bike riders only using the bike trail. 
This in turn may possibly reduce or even eliminate 
collisions (resulting in injury) between these.

• A new Track Users Code and associated signage 
was developed by the Trust in April 2018 after 
feedback was solicited on a draft version (The draft 
code was developed by the Ranger and selected 
stakeholders). Much of the TNPA’s representation 
was ignored. The TNPA is concerned that the Code’s 
directives to Walkers/Runners to: Be mindful of other 
track users approaching, especially from behind and 
Keep to the left where possible are attempts to shift 
the responsibility for basic safety from cyclists to 
walkers/runners. 

• Tracks in the Recreation Zone (the area mostly 
above Fern Tree and bounded by Pinnacle Road, as 
designated by the park management plan) continue 
to be well maintained (e.g. fallen trees cleared 
promptly) by the HCC track maintenance crew. 

Traffic Congestion/Pedestrian/Road Safety

• The ever-increasing tourist numbers and the 
resultant overcrowding, traffic congestion and 
shortage of parking, particularly at the Pinnacle 
and the Springs, can turn a visit to the mountain 
into an unpleasant experience for many visitors and 
locals. Traffic congestion is no longer confined to 

a few busy periods. The HCC needs to give serious 
attention to possible solutions. 

• Lines have been painted in the middle of the road 
on the bend at the North-West Bay lookout below 
Springs and on Shoobridge bend, a long overdue 
road safety measure.

• Car parking spaces at middle Springs are now 
marked (including a space for the disabled) but 
the carpark is still a pedestrian thoroughfare and 
crossing Pinnacle Road remains hazardous.  One of 
the authors received the following information from 
the HCC’s Traffic Engineering section in April 2018:1  

…The Traffic Engineering Unit’s advice on this 
matter is that we are prepared to support a 
reduction in speed limit to 40 km/h through 
the Springs, along with the installation of entry 
treatments and advisory signage... I understand 
that our Parks Team will…start a design for the 
road through the Springs itself [after sealing and 
line marking of middle Springs carpark](which will 
look to include the changes described above)…

• The TNPA fails to understand why full-size (57seater) 
tour buses are permitted on Pinnacle Road. They 
contribute to traffic congestion and two of these 
buses hardly have room to pass when they meet on 

1 Email from Owen Gervasoni, Senior Engineer, Roads and Traffic, Traffic 
Engineering, HCC to Jane Wilson 16 April 2018

Traffic issues at Middle Springs Image credit: Jane Wilson

Large buses at kunanyi Pinnacle Image credit: Nick Sawyer
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some sections of the road. This was the response 
from HCC Traffic Engineering when this issue was 
raised:1  

…These are vehicles [57 seater buses] that are 
legally able to drive on Pinnacle Road without need 
for any special permits or permissions. To prevent 
these vehicles from using Pinnacle Road would 
require a statutory ban, implemented via State 
Government approval. Such bans are able to be 
implemented (for example in Hobart, a ban was 
implemented on Proctors Road after two separate 
fatal crashes involving heavy vehicles). On Pinnacle 
Road there is no history of crashes that would justify 
such a ban… There is also no other viable access to 
the Mt Wellington summit for the large number of 
tourists who wish to enjoy the attraction…”

• A Road Safety Audit of Pinnacle Road was completed 
by the HCC Traffic Engineering Section in early 2018. 
To the best of the TNPA’s knowledge it has not yet 
been made available to councillors or the general 
public.

• The HCC road crew still continues to do a great job 
of managing traffic when Pinnacle Road is closed 
during snowfalls, and in other circumstances. 

1  Email from Owen Gervasoni, Senior Engineer, Roads and Traffic, 
Traffic Engineering, HCC to Jane Wilson 16 April 2018

Shuttle bus service

In 2018, The HCC licenced a new operator to run a 
mountain shuttle bus service (kunanyi / Mt Wellington 
Explorer Bus). The colourful medium size buses (which 
can carry wheelchairs and up to four mountain bikes) 
offer a 2 hour tour starting from the CBD which includes 
30 minutes at the Pinnacle. Mountain bus stops are: 
Fern Tree Park, the Springs, the Chalet, Big Bend and 
the Pinnacle and the tour pass is valid all day. (Sectional 
fares are also available). 

The company has an all-weather vehicle and is 
experimenting with trips to the Pinnacle in snow 
conditions.

Winter snow, kunanyi Image credit: Jane Wilson

New shuttle bus, Pinnacle Rd Image credit: Nick Sawyer
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Dogs

Many dog owners we meet on kunanyi are responsible 
and keep their dogs on leads at all times. However, 
the number of irresponsible owners is high. The dog 
management policy (dogs to be on leads at all times, 
not permitted on tracks above Springs, dogs to be in 
vehicles at picnic areas including the Springs1 and the 
Pinnacle) is rarely enforced at middle Springs. 

Fern Tree Visitor Node

• Fern Tree Park is being refurbished at the time of 
writing.  The upgrade process was informed by a 
transparent public consultation process to the Draft 
Fern Tree Visitor Node Master Plan in 2015. 

Mount Wellington Cableway Company’s 
(MWCC) proposal for a cable car to 
kunanyi’s summit. 

• The spectre of a possible cable car and associated 
gigantic commercial development at The Pinnacle 
continue to overshadow all consideration of less 
grandiose proposals for transport or visitor facilities. 

• In February this year, the TNPA made a significant 
contribution to the campaign against the cable 
car. It joined with ROCC (Residents Opposed to 
the Cable Car) and prepared a document (https://
tnpa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Mt-
Wellington-Cable-car-issues-for-assessment.pdf ) 
outlining important financial, environmental and 
social issues which must be addressed by the HCC if 
the MWCC ever submits a Development Application 
for assessment. The document was provided to 
councillors and the Trust.

T21 – ever increasing visitor numbers

Most problematically of all, the HCC and the Trust 
continue to embrace the Tasmanian Visitor Economic 
Strategy T21 which aims to deliver 1.5 million visitors to 
Tasmania by 2020.  T21 is the partnership agreement 
between the Hodgman Liberal Government and the 
Tourism Industry Council Tasmania.

1  The writers recently became aware that the HCC and the Trust 
have different policies for dog management at Springs. The HCC’s 
is as follows:[Dogs not allowed in] The Springs Zone (unless making a 
connection to approved tracks and trails). From the Dog Management 
Policy 2019-2023, accepted 20 May 2019

The Trust’s policy is enshrined in the legislated Wellington Park 
Regulations 2019: …(2) Except as authorised by a permit, a person must 
not take a dog into Wellington Park unless the dog is - on a dog-exercising 
trail; or confined within a vehicle on a road. Penalty: Fine not exceeding 20 
penalty units.

It seems that The HCC envisages a future of ever- 
increasing numbers of visitors to the eastern face 
and it aims to cope with this by investing in more 
infrastructure:

With Tasmania’s annual tourist numbers reaching 
nearly 1.5 million, more and more people are visiting 
kunanyi / Mount Wellington. To make sure visitors 
are getting the most out of their experience, and that 
the impact on the mountain is sustainable, greater 
investment is needed...

…A commitment to further funding [$6.75 million is 
requested from the federal government] will ensure 
kunanyi / Mount Wellington continues to play its 
vital role as a Tasmanian tourism icon, a much loved 
playground for locals, and as a significant contributor 
to the State’s economic future…

(From City of Hobart 2019, Federal Election Proposals, 30 
April 2019, p 15)

Conclusion

The most critical kunanyi eastern face matters raised by 
the TNPA with the HCC and the Trust in 2017 still remain 
unaddressed2.  

Wellington Park is not an urban park; it is more akin to 
a national park, notwithstanding its proximity to the 
city and complex mix of land tenures, and it deserves 
to be managed to the appropriate standards. It is not 
apparent that the current management model, with its 
awkward division of responsibility between the urban-
focused HCC and the seriously under-financed Trust 
provides the resources and appropriate expertise. 

Overshadowing all of this is the T21 imperative to attract 
ever-increasing numbers of visitors without due regard 
for the impact of these numbers on the opportunity for 
anyone, local or visitor, to have a quiet experience in 
nature on kunanyi’s eastern face. The HCC and the Trust 
need to challenge the growth targets of T21, and to rule 
out, for once and for all, any proposed cable car.

Authors’ note:

Jane wishes to thank Axel von Krusenstierna, Trust 
Manager, for providing unpublished Trust and HCC 
reports

2  Wilson, J and Sawyer, N. 2017 How not to keep kunanyi / Mt Wellington 
wild, TNPA News 25, p 3-7


